Celebrating Graduating Seniors & Award Recipients

2024
Welcome by
Dr. Faye Xiao
Chair, East Asian Languages & Cultures

Music by
Dr. Yuka Naito
Coordinator, Japanese Language Program
John Niswander Memorial Dictionary Awards

Presented to Students Studying Chinese
Corey Van Oosbree
Grace Lee

Presented to Students Studying Japanese
Holly Hagberg
Reagan Fiskin

Presented to Students Studying Korean
Tanya Alvarado
Abigail Kamp

John Niswander Awards for Excellence

Presented for Excellence in Japanese
Lucia Caudillo

Presented for Excellence in Korean
Effie Campbell

Excellence in Tibetan

Presented to an Outstanding Student Studying Tibetan
Chang Wang

Grace Wan Awards

Outstanding Student Studying Chinese at the Undergraduate Level
Elliot Rausch
Emily Tady

Mary H.Y. and Joseph C. Kuo Scholarship

Presented to the following Students Studying Chinese
Daniel Butler
Rita Pham

Andrew T. & Lilly Y. Tsubaki Awards

Presented to the following Student Studying Japanese Abroad
Kevin Reppar

Presented to the following Student to Present at a Conference
Daisuke Murata

Jill Kleinberg Scholarship

Presented to students studying or interning in East Asia
Jaiden McCranie

CEAS Graduate Scholarly Development Fund

JongSoo Lee
Ayumi Nobuki
Vidhita Raina

CEAS International Travel Fund

Luijiang Li
Congratulations to Our Graduating Seniors

Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowships

Summer 2024

Undergraduate
Avery Adams (Chinese)
Aidan Connelly (Japanese)
Chantel Griffin (Chinese)
Michael Hanzelka (Chinese)
Arwen O’Brien (Chinese)
Joohye Oh (Korean)
Helen Viloria (Chinese)
Cade Wilburn (Chinese)

Graduate
Shalen Wilkinson (Chinese)

2024 - 2025 Academic Year

Undergraduate
Catherine Blansett (Japanese)
Emma Green (Japanese)
Kimble Haskett (Japanese)
Charlie Johnson (Uyghur)
Johnathon McVey (Japanese)
Samantha Olmedo-Gonzalez (Japanese)
Rita Pham (Chinese)
Brooke Reinecke (Korean)

Graduate
Daphne Tibbetts (Korean)
Mary Williamson (Japanese)
Shalen Wilkinson (Chinese)

Fall 2023

Charlotte Carrico
Shane DeMars
Cayleigh McKee
Mason Richards
Cassidy Rogers
Lauren Truschinger
Chaney Wallace

Spring 2024

Faith Almirudis*
Syd Barnard
Lizzie Bocanegra
Ayanna Dixon
Ali Dodson
Joan Downey*
Milla Hanova
Elsa Harmon
Evon Haseltine
Nikola Helixon
Annamarie Hilton
Kaitlyn Loffland
Austin Miller*
Tong Moua
Anna Peard
Josette Angelique Pinto
Daphne Tibbetts
Sam Wallace
Reagan Warburton
Miranda Wigton-Torres

*student representative to give a short speech

Majors

Minors

Fall 2023
Audrey Brown
Blake Bruno

Spring 2024
Lucy Axmann
Megan Cleveland
Tana Cooney
Fatima Haesemeyer
Lucile Latham
Preston Means
Katie Olson
Sofia Portillo-Finson
Erin Robertson
Sydney Smith
Frank Steele
Ian Strasma
Cade Wilburn

Masters

Spring 2024
Kim Lange (CEAS)
John Marvin (EALC)
McKale Wiley (EALC)